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WEBIDEAPRO, THE KNOWLEDGE-LANGUAGE &
THE I-WORKSHOP METHOD:
A STORY OF INNOVATION
Let’s ponder for a moment and imagine that you are facing
your desk, a space of creation and innovation. You’re also
aware that other knowledge workers – or rather your
colleagues – are facing and working on that same space, an
ordinary desk. If you were to collide these workspaces in a
virtual world, you’d fashion an environment ready to burst
with creativity. In this scenario, you’re working in an
environment where you and others “know” of this shared
virtual desk. You also know that you will share, work towards
a common goal, and garden the content in unison, making
decisions that will in turn create new ripples of ingenuity.
WebIDEApro orchestrates innovation through teamwork.
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“Orchestrating Innovation
through Teamwork”

For a free account visit:
www.webideapro.com

Innovate in 3 Steps!
1

Capture

Collaborate

Begin by declaring ideas that
you have in mind. Through this
process, you can organize and
your thoughts by extracting the
essential bits of information. The
nodes you create in your virtual
space represent a concise
mental model that is capable of
embodying true meaning. The
beauty of WebIDEApro is that it
can be shared with others or
used for personal productivity.
Illustrate collective group
thinking or your personal system
– the choice is yours.

Collaboration begins by sharing
your virtual space with others in
your entrusted network. The virtual
space can be thought of as a
communication channel that
enables sharing, collaboration, and
discussion with other team
members. Use it for brainstorming,
planning, or simply organizing
tasks. Within this virtual space,
you can also chat with your
collaborators and make decisions
on the fly. Why bother with email
when all the information you’ll
need for action has already been
drawn, discussed, pruned, and
perfected?
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Innovate
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Let’s ponder for a moment: As the
ideas begin to emerge virtually, the
collaborators in your network are in
a position to react in real-time.
They can now garden the
ecosystem and play with the ideas
that arise. Suddenly, new links are
created, new associations emerge,
and the ecosystem evolves into a
mature system of complex
thoughts, plans, and newly coconstructed knowledge.
WebIDEApro simply promotes
innovation practices and creates an
ecosystem where the norm is to
push towards improvement.

For a free account visit:
www.webideapro.com

Orchestrating Innovation through Teamwork

Why Try
WebIDEApro?
Capture

Collaborate

Innovate

5 Easy
Requirements
• Free WebIDEApro account
• Access to the internet
• Internet Navigator with a FLASH
Plug-in
• MAC, LINUX, or Windows OS

Sneak
Preview

For more information Contact:
Applied Intelligence Atelier:
www.a-i-a.com; SKYPE: applied-intelligence; TEL (514) 684-9574

• A collaborative team spirit

• Collaborate and see what others
are doing in real time with our
Real-Time Server push
technology.
• Works on demand with a reliable
& secure cloud server.
• Automatically indexes your
information for quick searches.
• Access your information from the
cloud anywhere and everywhere
• Supports activities and tasks
that require management with
knowledge.
• Encourages transparency and
democratic work practices.

For a free account visit:
www.webideapro.com
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REAL TIME
COLLABORATION FOR
TEAMS

SaaS Approach : Secure Web System
for your Knowledge Needs
Any-time, anywhere collaboration
Easy and intuitive tool for your team

-Real Time Brainstorming
- Real Time Account Management

Real time planning

- Real Time Innovation

Real time engagement, commitment
and agreement management

-Organizational Learning Facilitated

Real time interactive communication

- Real Time Collaboration for Teams :
Find your team and start changing
the world

Manage with Knowledge in real-time

- Radical Productivity Improvement
- Collaboration at the speed of mind
- New Knowledge-Language for
multiple
intelligences
communications in real-time

Facilitate Knowledge Management
Tasks

Register for next Webinar and
Knowledge-Lab at
http://www.a-i-a.com/k-net

For more information Contact:
Applied Intelligence Atelier:
www.a-i-a.com; SKYPE: applied-intelligence; TEL (514) 684-9574

For a free account visit:
www.webideapro.com

